PLAN OF THE DAY

The Plan of the Day is an official document of CHALLENGER Division. Its contents reflect current orders of the Commanding Officer and official unit announcements. All Division personnel are responsible for reading and understanding the information contained herein. Parents and guardians of Cadets are encouraged to read the Plan of the Day and to make note of meeting days and special announcements that may affect personal schedules.

Sunday, 15 March 2015

LT Rodel Agpaoa, NSCC
COMMANDING OFFICER
619-861-7412

VACANT
EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Drill Hours: Sunday, 0730-1600 Hours (Cadets must report aboard by 0730)

Uniform of the Day:
Officers/CPOs: NWUs
Cadets: NWUs – NSCC BDU- NLCC

DRILL ROUTINE

0730 – Cadets report Army Reserve Center
0745 – Muster and inspection by Cadet POs
0800 – Uniform turn ins and replacement
PRT for all others
0930 - Class time
1100 – Lunch
1200 – Swim Qualifications
1500 – sweepers
1515 – Award Ceremony
1530 – Dismissed

NOTES

Arrive in NWU or BDU. After muster and inspection are completed, cadets will switch to PT gear.

Cadets remember to bring your lunch and water source. Please bring plenty for yourself.

Bring S2 cash for the swimming pool fee. Sunblock must be applied at least 30 minutes before going into the water.

Make sure you have your PRT gear with you.

All hands - Saturday night please find and try on your summer uniform to see if it fits. Bring it in your garment bag. If you need to replace the pants or shirt inform your staff cadets at morning muster.

William E. Ferreira
LTJG Ferreira
Operations Officer
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